Who Should Care for Stroke Patients?

To the Editor:

We read the discussion on the management of stroke in the November 2003 issue of Stroke with great interest.

In general we agree with Prof Caplan’s point of view and disagree with Prof Lees’s suggestion of establishing a stroke subspecialty. It is not clear to us whether the background for developing a specialty that deals with one disease of one organ is based on the problem of expanding educational opportunities and improving care in narrow fields within the same specialty, whether it is neurology or internal medicine.

Prof Lees states that “stroke is neurological but the cause is vascular.” Most conditions of the nervous system have some “nonneurological” causes: inflammatory, genetic, degenerative, infectious, etc. Should we then focus on causes only, rather than consider the clinical picture as a whole?

Medical Education and Administrative Needs

In this discussion we are faced with 2 problems: (1) the structure and “philosophy” of medical education and (2) the administrative and financial needs of different health systems.

Changes are necessary, but in what direction? The structure of medical education has been changing over the past 100 years, and in discussing the issue of further changes we should analyze the effects of any suggested modifications on both long-term patient care and the career development of young doctors. In recent decades the changes have focused on either (1) improving the care and management of certain diseases or (b) changes forced by purely administrative requirements. The changes suggested by Prof Lees appear to be in the second group, since the idea of introducing a new subspecialty solely responsible for stroke care reflects the notion of tailoring medical education to the current structure of hospital stroke care. If we follow this path, subsequent changes will result in dividing strokology into real strokologists and TIA-ologists, because if we look at it from the hospital manager’s point of view, the management of TIA and stroke patients differs, doesn’t it?

We believe that the issue of a new subspecialty comes down to the problem of expanding educational opportunities and improving care in narrow fields within the same specialty, whether it is neurology or internal medicine.

In his article, Prof Lees’s statement that “elderly patients infrequently are admitted to acute neurological wards” is astonishing. Age being one of the strongest risk factors for stroke, elderly patients in Poland constitute the majority of stroke unit patients. Not admitting such patients to stroke units on the basis of personality and this may be the reason for additional training of such units there is a strong need for close cooperation with specialists in internal medicine and rehabilitation.

However, some countries suffer from a lack of qualified personnel and this may be the reason for additional training of internal medicine specialists, although it should not lead to narrowing the horizons of young doctors in training.

Education Is the Answer

What then could be done to improve the medical care of stroke patients?

Education is the answer. Unfortunately, we are now seeing a tendency to shorten the period of residency training. In Poland, for example, residency time was recently shortened from 6 to 5 years. This 5-year training (which has to include all the other nonneurological rotations) definitely seems to be too short.

Conclusions

Dividing neurology into subspecialties is not the remedy for poorly educated neurologists.

We need continuous education programs for neurologists and full cooperation with other specialists and paramedical staff. This should be an efficient solution for both stroke patients and the medical professionals who care for them.
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